T his essay motivates a revised version of the epistemic condition of safety and then employs the revision to (i) challenge traditional conceptions of apriority, (ii) refute "strong privileged access," and (iii) resolve a well-known puzzle about externalism and self-knowledge.
i. varieties of epistemic risk I think I hear a lark outside. Suppose I am right, but my belief could easily have gone amiss. In that case I do not know that I hear a lark. For short: if I know that p, I must "safely" believe that p. But how might a belief go amiss? Let me count the ways.
First, I might have falsely believed that I hear a lark. If this possibility threatens-for example, there are many lark-imitating imposters nearby-then I do not know that I hear a lark. As safety is usually formulated, it only rules out this type of threat:
Standard safety: S could not easily have falsely believed that p.
1
But safety should do more. A second way I could have messed up is by falsely believing some other, closely related proposition.
2 Suppose I have a true demonstrative thought, one that I might express by saying, FThat is a lark_. If the imposters are nearby, I am still in danger of messing up. But the problem is not that I could easily have falsely believed that very proposition. (Arguably it is a necessary truth.
3 ) Had an imposter been singing, I would have believed something else-a proposition with different truth conditions-though I would have expressed my belief the same way. Since standard safety only rules out close possibilities in which I falsely believe that p, the demonstrative belief counts as safe even though the general belief that I hear some lark or other does not. But both beliefs intuitively fail to count as knowledge. After all, it is not an epistemically risky undertaking to infer the general truth from the demonstrative one.
Yet a third way I might have messed up is by having a thought with gappy content, paradoxical content, or no content at all. 4 Suppose that (unwittingly) I often hallucinate lark calls. In between some hallucinations, I hear a real lark and form the demonstrative thought I express by FThat bird is a lark_. According to a leading semantic picture, if I had been hallucinating instead, my thought episode would have had no content, because only a singular proposition would do. In that case, I would have been messing up, even though I would not have believed the proposition I actually do, and the thought I give voice to by FThat bird is a lark_ would not have been false. (The same point can be illustrated by assuming semantic externalism for predicates.
)
An alternative view has it that, had I been hallucinating, my thought would have had gappy content. If gappy propositions have no truth value, 6 then intuitively one messes up by believing them: we 3 I assume that the content of a demonstrative thought is a proposition involving some object a whose truth value with respect to any possible world depends solely on how things stand with a at that world. This leaves it open whether, in a successful case, the semantic value of a demonstrative is simply its referent. One can achieve the relevant kind of object dependence with a view along the lines of John McDowell, "De Re Senses," Philosophical Quarterly, xxxvi (1984): 281-94, or even with a quantificational approach to demonstratives: see Jeffrey C. King, Complex Demonstratives (Cambridge: MIT, 2001) , and Hawthorne and Manley, Something in Mind (New York: Oxford, forthcoming), chapter 6. 4 Brown, op. cit., notes that "local reliability" (in no nearby situation is p false and S's method produces the belief that p) allows demonstrative thoughts to be known even in cases where the subject is prone to empty thoughts. 5 Suppose that experts settle which precise property we express by Flark_. And suppose that they nearly adopted a more exclusive membership condition, one according to which the bird I hear would not have fallen under the extension of Flark_. Then the belief I would have expressed with FThat is a lark_ would have been a false belief involving a closely related property that the demonstrated bird does not have. (Here nothing special hinges on the fact that Flark_ is a natural kind term: semantic deference is a source of externalism even for functional kind terms: for example, Fdiode_ and FWankel rotary engine_.) 6 See Nathan Salmon, "Nonexistence," Noûs, xxxii (1998): 277-319. aim at truth with our beliefs. If instead we consider all atomic gappy propositions to be false and their negations true, 7 we should hold that a subject messes up by believing even true gappy propositions-and safety will need revision to account for that fact. For I am failing equally, from an epistemic point of view, whether I point at a dark empty corner and say FHe is fat_, or I point at a dark empty corner and say FHe is not fat_. Supposing (contrary to intuition) that the second sentence counts as true, we should still consider the associated demonstrative thought to be an epistemic failure of the sort whose nearness and similarity undermines knowledge. In short, the danger of emptiness-no less than the danger of falsehood-dispels knowledge.
This can be illustrated without appealing to object-dependence or social externalism; consider instead the phenomenon of paradox. Suppose Mary believes that what Susan just wrote in her diary is false. Aside from this belief, all of Mary's beliefs about Susan are true. It turns out that Susan wrote: FEverything Mary believes about me is true_. As things stand, Mary's belief is paradoxical: we cannot evaluate it for truth or falsehood without contradiction. But had Susan written FI had eggs for breakfast_ instead, Mary's belief would have been truth evaluable. This is the sort of case about which Saul Kripke wrote: "Our statements involving the notion of truth [are] risky: they risk being paradoxical if the empirical facts are extremely (and unexpectedly) unfavorable. There can be no syntactic or semantic Fsieve_ that will winnow out the Fbad_ cases while preserving the Fgood_ ones."
8 Whether we say that Mary's thought in the bad case fails to have propositional content, or that its content simply cannot be evaluated for truth, 9 having a paradoxical thought is a way of messing up.
Clearly, thoughts can be in imminent danger of paradox while not being in any danger of falsehood: suppose Susan actually wrote something false, had no inclination to write anything true, but nearly wrote something paradoxical. Then Mary's belief is true, and she is not in danger of having a false belief, but she is in danger of epistemic failure. There are even beliefs that can be paradoxical but cannot be untrue: for example, the belief that someone is thinking something 7 This is the view of David Braun, "Empty Names," Noûs, xxvii (1993): 449-69. Note that on this approach the gappy proposition expressed by FVulcan is not Vulcan_ is true; moreover it is the same proposition as that expressed by FVulcan is not Santa Claus_. See Ben Caplan, "Empty Names," in ii. safety measures Since standard safety is normally advanced as a necessary condition for knowledge, these cases are not strictly counterexamples. The point is that it arbitrarily focuses on the threat of error about p, when threats of error involving other propositions, as well as threats of emptiness and paradox, can undermine one's knowledge that p.
Let us call any thought a failed thought if it has no content, or has as its content a false, gappy, or paradoxical proposition. It is tempting to reformulate the safety condition by simply requiring that the very thought token whereby S believes that p could not easily have been a failed thought.
11 But this hangs too much on the individuation conditions of thoughts; for instance, we would require the contentious assumption that contentful thought tokens do not have their contents essentially. Without preempting these metaphysical issues, how can we clarify the idea of the near danger of "messing up?" We need a counterpart relation on thought, likely broader than identity, such that S knows that p only if:
Revised safety: S could not easily have had a failed counterpart thought.
The idea is that one is safer the more distant are the closest worlds in which one has a failed counterpart thought. Revised safety sets a threshold of closeness such that no belief can be knowledge if there are false or empty counterpart thoughts in worlds at least that close. For those who are drawn to contextualism in epistemology, it is natural to hold that the threshold degree is context sensitive. very close worlds do not count against knowledge; and neither do very similar untrue thoughts in very distant worlds. We could gerrymander a similarity* relation for thoughts that builds in closeness of worlds, so that two duplicate thoughts in different worlds could differ in their similarity* to a third thought. But the resulting concision is artificial, concealing as it does two quite different elements contributing to the notion of safety: one having to do with similarity between thoughts; the other with overall similarity of worlds.
13
I will not attempt a precise analysis of the needed counterpart relation for thoughts; indeed, the vagueness of Fknows that p_ may not allow precision in this endeavor. But there are some clear structural constraints on the relation. First, if empty thoughts can be counterparts of contentful thoughts, we cannot characterize the relation in terms of similar content. Second, there is pressure to deny that two beliefs are counterparts if they are based on very different evidence. Consider the following problem for standard safety discussed by Ernest Sosa.
14 Suppose I see a large fish surface. I recognize the distinctive dorsal fin of a sailfish, and I infer that a fish has surfaced nearby. But a whale almost surfaced instead, and had the whale surfaced I would have thought falsely that a fish had surfaced. In this case, while my actual belief fails the standard safety test, it seems to be a piece of knowledge-as long as I never mess up when confronted with sailfish-evidence.
To handle this problem, Sosa suggests a version of safety along these lines:
Basis: S could not easily have believed p on the same basis without p being true.
15
But this condition, like standard safety, does not rule out the threats at issue in section i. Since the proposition I express by FThat is a lark_ could not have been believed on any basis without its being true, 13 For the latter I have in mind the metaphysical notion of closeness associated with, for example, the treatment of counterfactuals in David Lewis, Counterfactuals (New York: Blackwell, 1973) .
14 See Sosa, "Replies," in Greco, ed., Sosa and His Critics, pp. 275-325. 15 Sosa has implemented this general idea in different ways: see Sosa, "Skepticism and Contextualism," Philosophical Issues, x (2000): 1-18; Sosa, "Replies," in Greco, ed., Sosa and His Critics; and Sosa, "Replies," Philosophical Issues, x (2000) : 38-42. I have here interpreted his subjunctive conditional (the reason/basis for p would be present only if p) according to his suggestion in Appendix IV of "Relevant Alternatives, Contextualism Included": "One might hold that in a case where r is false, what is required for the truth of FrY p_ interpreted thus is not just that it be true that p in the closest worlds in which it is true that r, but that it be true that p in those worlds and also in other more remote worlds up to a certain (context-determined) threshold." Basis is satisfied in both the nearby-imposter and nearby-illusion cases. But we can co-opt the idea behind Basis by adopting Revised safety but requiring that counterpart thoughts must have the same-or a sufficiently similar-basis. If we do this, we inherit a version of the dreaded generality problem for method-reliability conditions: What counts as the same basis? Or how similar must the basis be? It would do no good to hold fixed, as Lewis does, every aspect of the subject's "evidential state." Suppose that in the first lark case, any of the imposters would have sounded ever-so-slightly different from any lark. Nevertheless, I am unsafe-and not because of distant, skeptical worlds in which I hear exactly this sound but there is no lark.
16 So the counterpart relation must cover beliefs with slightly different evidential grounds.
It must also cover beliefs with slightly different content. Consider Kripke's case of a region where all the fake barns are yellow, while the one true barn is red. I look out the window, see the red barn, and come to believe that I am driving by a red barn. 17 According to standard safety, this belief is safe, while the (entailed) belief that I am driving by a barn is unsafe. But intuitively my nearby possible false thoughts about yellow barns endanger my actual true thoughts about the red barn. So these are similar enough to be counterparts.
18 But a nearby false thought about how many sheep are on the hillside is not.
It has often been thought that we need both a safety and a reliability condition on knowledge. Reliability alone does not handle the 16 It is worth noting a further difficulty for Lewis's account. His claim is: S knows that p iff S's evidence eliminates all not-p worlds that are not being properly ignored ("Elusive Knowledge," Australasian Journal of Philosophy, lxxiv (1996) : 549-67). The notion of evidence here is not understood in terms of what is known by S: instead, we hold fixed all of S's experiences, narrowly individuated. But if we individuate the experiences narrowly and the proposition p widely, there is a problem. Suppose S is looking at an enormous array of pixels, all dark except one (Falpha_), which is bright yellow. S looks at alpha and says, FThat is lit_. Moreover, there is a close, salient, experientially indistinguishable world in which the next pixel over (beta) was lit instead. In that world, p is false (because pixel alpha is not lit). Of course, in that world S does not even believe that p; she believes that pixel beta is lit. Nevertheless, Lewis's version of safety counts S as not knowing that p. This is not a problem for Lewis if he intended that p be individuated narrowly, but it is a problem for those of us who take the semantic value of such demonstrative thoughts to be object-dependent. See the related point and excellent discussion in Jonathan Schaffer, "Knowledge, Relevant Alternatives, and Missed Clues," Analysis, lxi (2001): 202-08. 17 Kripke's remarks from which this example is drawn remain unpublished. 18 Sosa suggests that one's belief that there is a red barn nearby is in some sense based on the unsafe belief that there is a barn nearby; whereas in the sailfish case the belief that there is a sailfish nearby is more direct (Sosa, "Replies," in Greco, ed., Sosa and His Critics). So in handling Kripke's case it is tempting for a proponent of safety to revise the account so that the necessary condition on knowledge is safety*, where a belief is safe* only if it and any transparent entailments are safe. But the work can also be done by a notion of sufficient similarity of thoughts, which safety theorists must appeal to anyway. initial lark case properly. My ability to discriminate larks from other birds may be so reliable that there are only five token birds in the world that I would mistake for larks. But if all five of them happen to be in my yard along with a real lark, that is enough to undermine my knowledge. It is the near danger of messing up, not the unreliability of my faculty, that is at work in this case. 19 At the same time, standard safety alone does not rule out coming to know a mathematical truth by tossing a coin with the rule: heads, I will accept the Reimann hypothesis; tails, I will deny it. 20 If this method generates a truth, that truth will be necessary, and so there will be no worlds in which I believe that very proposition and it is false. Revised safety, in contrast, can treat nearby false beliefs about different mathematical propositions as counterpart thoughts. It inherits a version of the generality problem, but unlike standard safety, it need not be supplemented by a reliability constraint.
iii. revised safety and apriority Many philosophers are comfortable with fallibilism even when it comes to the phenomenology that typically accompanies a priori knowledge: a thought that to all appearances is a piece of a priori knowledge could turn out to be false. This can occur, for instance, if we are unlucky enough to have flawed internal mechanisms whose deliverances are accompanied with a strong sense of a priori obviousness. But revised safety puts further strain on traditional notions of apriority: for beliefs that would otherwise be paradigmatic pieces of a priori knowledge can be unsafe even when they are true and everything is going well internally. 19 To insist that my reliable bird-discrimination method becomes unreliable "in this environment" would be to operate with a notion of reliability-in-an-environment that requires infallibility. 20 DeRose in "Sosa, Safety, Sensitivity, and Skeptical Hypotheses," tries to motivate adding his "strength" condition with this sort of example. Strength is disturbed by nearby worlds in which S disbelieves p but it is true. But strength cannot handle a case in which I flip a coin to decide whether to judge the hypothesis true-or else to withhold judgment about it. In that case I do not, in any close worlds, disbelieve the hypothesis. One might be tempted to add "counter-safety"-in no close p world do I fail to believe p-but this is too strong. In many cases of knowledge that p one might easily have been distracted and failed to believe p (see Sosa, "Replies," in Philosophical Issues).
In the belief-withholding coin-toss case, the problem is not that one might have been led to falsehood by the coin-tossing method itself. The problem is that one might have been led to falsehood by whatever procedure caused us to adopt that method. It is the meta-method, if you like, that is the problem. (Suppose the subject is told, by someone she knows to be a great mathematician, that she cannot go wrong using this method; in that case, it may well deliver knowledge.) And of course meta-methods, being themselves methods, can be handled by reliability or revised safety; so DeRose's extra condition is unmotivated.
Consider an example due to John Hawthorne: 21 "A Priori Gas" makes one liable to miscalculate without loss of confidence in one's conclusions. (One becomes disposed to fail to "carry the one," perhaps.) Now suppose I am walking through a dark alley, much of which is filled with A Priori Gas, but I do not actually enter the gas. Had I passed through it at any point, I would have become temporarily disposed to miscalculate, without noticing the change. As things stand, I am lucky enough to avoid it and I have no reason to suspect I am in the vicinity of A Priori Gas. Now suppose that I calculate that 28 1 47 5 75. In a nearby world, I am in a cloud of gas and calculate 28 1 47 5 65, and if we allow that this is a counterpart thought, then by revised safety my actual true belief is unsafe. Therefore I do not know that 28 1 47 5 75, even though everything has gone well internally.
22
More generally, consider any reliable method that allows us to know things a priori without inference, perhaps by causing us to find propositions primitively compelling. Insofar as a reliable method is fallible, the gas associated with that method can exploit whatever it is that explains those rare occurrences in which the method misfires. It follows that anyone who knows anything by that method will have a possible intrinsic duplicate with the same belief who is near the gas and so unsafe. But these considerations should not lead us to skepticism about the a priori. What matters for knowledge-even a priori knowledge-is whether the subject is actually safe, not whether being internally like the subject guarantees safety.
The social nature of meaning leads to similar results for other paradigmatic pieces of a priori knowledge. I have in mind a semantic picture according to which we all intend to use (even in our thoughts) public terms whose semantic value is settled by community-wide dispositions and patterns of linguistic use. For example, take Jones's belief that every bachelor is eligible. She believes this because she just finds it primitively compelling that bachelors must be eligible. (If challenged, she would say: eligibility is just part of what it is to be a bachelor!) And we can assume that she is right: the Pope is not a bachelor. But suppose that small changes in dispositions and patterns 21 In conversation; much of the rest of this section grew out of conversation with Hawthorne about issues related to Something in Mind, op. cit.
22 Objection 1: A Priori Gas temporarily alters cognitive structure; and close possibilities involving intrinsic changes in the subject should not matter to safety. Reply: This cannot be right in general, lest it make all our beliefs about our own intrinsic states trivially safe. Objection 2: My "method" changes when I pass through a cloud, and thoughts derived from a different method should not be considered counterparts. Reply: If there are "methods" like addition-while-not-failing-to-carry-the-one, what keeps us from ruling out every unsuccessful calculation as the result of a different method? of use in her community would have lead to a slightly different property being expressed by Fbachelor_. Not everyone finds it primitively compelling to the same degree that bachelors must be eligible; and if a few more people had been disposed to think that noneligibles could be bachelors, the semantic value of Fbachelor_ would have been a different property, bachelorhood*, which is compatible with noneligibility. 23 Now, if Jones would still confidently have come to believe the proposition she would have expressed by FAll bachelors are eligible_, she would have been wrong. As a result, she is not safe in her actual belief that all bachelors are eligible. 24 Some will complain that insofar as Jones would not have been a normal user, she would not have counted as really knowing the meaning of the term Fbachelor_. But in the envisaged example, there are no "normal users" of the term, just a range of intuitions about the whether, for someone to count as a bachelor, he must be eligible. Moreover, users with different intuitions may be perfectly interspersed, so that talk of dialects is inapplicable.
25 A further objection: the example, as presented, assumes something like an epistemicist theory of vagueness. Adopting an alternative picture instead would allow us to insist that if Fall bachelors are eligible_ is true, very small changes in use of the sort relevant to safety could not make this sentence false-they could only induce vagueness in the predicate Fbachelor_ and thus indeterminacy or lack of truth value in the sentence. 26 There is a decision point here: if we count a belief with indeterminate truth value as a failed belief, then Jones does not satisfy revised safety. If not, it will be indeterminate whether Jones knows, because it will be indeterminate whether she is in danger of a false belief. (In the latter case, the force of the example is somewhat mitigated.)
In short, given safety and semantic externalism, it is possible to grasp the necessary connection between bachelorhood and eligibility and yet fail to know that all bachelors are eligible. (Or at best-it may be indeterminate whether one knows it.) Adopting parts of a public 23 Ignorance due to semantic blindness of this sort is discussed in Williamson, Vagueness. 24 Of course, she is still safe in her belief that all bachelors are male. 25 This sort of example may lead people to become skeptical about semantics for public language. But it is far from clear that limiting the semantic supervenience base to the use and dispositions of an individual does a better job of avoiding the mess. Given our own indecision and inconsistency, not to mention our apparent reliance on semantic division of labor, the situation does not improve as the base is restricted.
26 One might say this if one were a supervaluationist, for example. I cannot here consider how the many approaches to vagueness might handle this case. But note the specter of higher-order vagueness; if small enough changes make a sentence indeterminate in truth value, there is pressure to concede that it is actually indeterminate whether the sentence is determinately true. language into one's mental life is a risky business, because introspection is not a perfect guide to the dispositions and intuitions that constitute the supervenience base for their meaning.
Before considering a final example, let us distinguish two kinds of semantic externalism. A linguistic item or thought is semantically external simpliciter just in case its semantic value does not supervene on the internal features of the speaker (thinker). But an expression or thought is boldly external just in case it might lack semantic value altogether in a sufficiently unfriendly environment. 27 In the latter case, whether it has any semantic value, and not just which semantic value it has, depends in part on the subject's environment. Let us assume that names introduced nondescriptively, and used in an ordinary way, are boldly external both in language and in thought. As it happens, names almost always have semantic values in our linguistic community. If I hear friends using the name FJane_ in conversation, I might come to believe that FJane_ refers to Jane or even that Jane is Jane, and it is rare for there to be an imminent danger of reference failure. Indeed it seems that following the schematic rule Employ: If FN _ is a name in your language and you have no reason to doubt that FN _ refers, infer that N is N.
is (for me) a good way to arrive at knowledge. But it would not serve me nearly so well were I unwittingly embedded in a language community with an alarmingly high proportion of empty names. In that case, I might truly but unsafely believe that Jane is Jane or that FJane_ refers to Jane. For given bold externalism about these thoughts, they would have no content (or gappy content) in cases of reference failure. It follows that I actually know, rather than truly believe, that Jane is Jane in part because of my friendly linguistic environment. (Things do not go better if we fall back to FIf Jane exists, then Jane is Jane_; given bold semantic externalism, this will also express a gappy proposition at best.) 28 However, the deleterious effects of an unfriendly environment can be counteracted. Suppose that in the case where I pick up FJane_ from 27 I am pretending that these items are not individuated by content. More carefully, a linguistic item or thought is boldly external iff a subject tokening such an item has possible intrinsic duplicates that token contentless counterparts of that item. 28 Granted, one approach treats all atomic gappy propositions as false, and would thus treat the proposition expressed by this conditional as true. (As we have seen, it will also turn out to be the same proposition as that expressed by FIf Vulcan exists, then Bigfoot is Santa Claus_.) But aside from other difficulties with this approach, we have already argued in section i that even if some thoughts with gappy content are considered true, they should nevertheless be considered epistemic failures from the safetytheoretic point of view. See footnotes 6 and 7 and the text to which they are appended. my friends, they had been plotting to fool me with an empty name but then ended up actually talking about a real person by that name. In such a case I am only actually unsafe in my belief that Jane is Jane if I would have been fooled. If certain cues would have made me suspicious enough to avoid adopting the name, then my actual belief is safe. In such a case, let us say that I am responsive to the semantic dangers of my environment. Note that one can benefit from one's responsiveness, or from a friendly environment, without realizing it. Suppose I am asked, FHow do you know that t is not empty?_ Having considered these matters, I may say: FI have empirical reasons to think that my community is not very unfriendly and also that if Ft_ had been empty, I would have noticed_. If I am worried about the possibility of reference failure, I use this empirical evidence to rule out close content-failure scenarios even before being challenged.
But consider Smith, who unlike me follows Employ without relying on premises involving his friendly environment or his responsiveness. (We will address the issue of implicit reliance in a moment.) When he hears Jane being discussed among friends, Smith feels no obstacle in coming to believe such benign-seeming things as that Jane is Jane. He simply has not reflected on the possibility of content failure. This does not mean that Smith is unsafe: indeed, we may suppose that his community is friendly and that he is (unselfconsciously) responsive to most of the danger that remains. Likewise, we may suppose that Smith finds it primitively compelling that all bachelors must be eligible, and unlike Jones he is not in danger of semantic shift. Can Smith reap the epistemic benefits of exploiting an external source of reliability without involving it in (even the tacit) justification of his beliefs? Can he enjoy this knowledge, blissfully ignorant of his semantic good fortune? As far as revised safety is concerned, yes; for to be safe does not require knowing that one is safe. 29 If we grant that Smith knows, we face a second question: Should we count his knowledge as a priori? It might be argued that a priori knowledge cannot be environment-dependent in the way just described; but as we have seen, that would rule out even mathematical knowledge based on simple calculations. To disallow Smith's knowledge as an instance of the a priori, it might be argued that unlike mathematical knowledge, it requires some sort of implicit justification by empirical premises. Perhaps one cannot know that Jane is Jane or that bachelors are eligible unless one is somehow prepared to provide some a posteriori evidence to justify the belief if challenged with the possibility of reference failure or semantic shift, respectively. This raises delicate issues involving the nature of implicit justification. For if someone challenges my belief that 28 1 47 5 75 on the grounds that I might be in A Priori Gas (or drunk) and therefore miscalculating without noticing it, I may trot out some empirical evidence that I am not in A Priori Gas (or drunk). Does this mean that I am always somehow implicitly relying on this evidence for my mathematical beliefs, or at least for my second-order belief that I know the mathematical truth?
30 One could try to sever the tie between answers to challenges and implicit justification, maintaining that Smith's beliefs are somehow implicitly justified by empirical evidence, while my mathematical belief is not-even though we both may appeal to such evidence when challenged. But I doubt this distinction could be achieved with a natural conception of implicit justification. For evidence about the reliability of our calculating skills is available to us all. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine lacking such evidence, but if we did I suspect we would not be so confident in the deliverances of our calculations. Does such evidence always play an implicit justificatory role in our beliefs? I have no good answer to this question. My point in this section has been to illustrate with revised safety that these cases do not fit easily within the traditional distinction between a priori and a posteriori knowledge. 31 iv. revised safety and self-knowledge Given revised safety and bold externalism for demonstrative thought, we can easily demonstrate that "strong privileged access" is false:
(SPA): Necessarily, if S is thinking that p, then S is in a position to know a priori that she is thinking that p.
32
30 Suppose it does. One could argue that it is nevertheless possible for the mathematical belief (and even the second-order belief) to be justified without reliance on empirical data; whereas the belief that Jane is Jane could never be adequately justified without such reliance (except perhaps if the believer is Jane herself). Then, if one uses Fa priori_ to mean Fnot explicitly reliant on empirical justification, and in principle capable of being justified without even implicit reliance on empirical justification_, one could insist that my mathematical beliefs are priori and Smith's beliefs about Jane are not.
31 I suspect it is vague whether the pieces of knowledge in question are a priori. Terms of art are not after all immune to vagueness, especially those with so long and varied a history as Fa priori_. I have no objection to putting Fa priori_ to a precise use, as long as one acknowledges the technical nature of the term. Happily, this can be done without relying on reductios of the sort that have been brought to light by Michael McKinsey and Paul Boghossian and have been discussed at great length in the literature on externalism and privileged access. 33 And it can be done without worrying about whether introspective knowledge counts as a priori, because we can show that some thinkers that p are not in a position to know-a priori or otherwise-that they are thinking that p.
Recall my demonstrative lark-thought in the case where I am actually hearing a lark but I have also been hallucinating lately. We saw in section i that this belief is not safe. Now suppose that by introspection, I come to form a thought I would express with FI'm thinking that that is a lark_. Note that in ascribing a demonstrative belief to me, this sentence itself uses and does not mention the demonstrative. What would it express in the absence of a referent? If we hold, with semantic orthodoxy, that demonstrative expressions are boldly external even within the scope of propositional attitude ascriptions, 34 then this sentence would have failed to have any (complete) content. And again, given bold externalism about the corresponding thought episode, it would likewise not have had any (complete) content. It follows from this along with revised safety that if such a case is nearby, I do not know that I am thinking that that is a lark.
35
Unlike the standard arguments for the incompatibility of semantic externalism and SPA, the argument from safety does not concern the question whether it is possible to deduce facts about the world from a piece of introspection. In fact, our subject does not go through any process of reasoning at all. As a result, the most common ways to rebut McKinsey's and Boghossian's arguments have no application to the argument from revised safety.
We have denied knowledge to subjects whose introspective beliefs are unsafe, but what should be said about those of us who practice 33 See McKinsey, "Anti-Individualism and Privileged Access," Analysis, li (1991): 9-16; and Boghossian, "What the Externalist Can Know A Priori," in Wright, Smith, and Macdonald, eds., Knowing Our Own Minds (New York: Oxford, 1998), pp. 271-84.
34 I am not assuming that propositional attitude contexts are "Shakespearian": namely, that co-referential singular terms can be substituted salva veritate in those contexts. I am assuming that, whatever else this belief-ascription says, it must relate me to a singular proposition involving a specific lark or fail to have any complete content. 35 Brown considers the idea that the epistemic status of this sort of belief can be undermined by a close world in which I falsely believe something nonsingular, such as the proposition I would express by FI am having a thought about some lark or other_. See Brown, Anti-Individualism and Knowledge (Cambridge: MIT, 2004) . But given revised safety, the epistemic status of the singular introspective thought is directly undermined by the fact that in a close world, I token a thought internally just like it but lacking in content. safe introspection? Revised safety and object-dependence are compatible with a modified privileged access thesis, according to which if a subject knows that p, she is typically in a position to know that she knows that p. So insofar as we take ourselves to know by introspection the content of many of our boldly external beliefs, we do face a selfknowledge puzzle after all.
Here is a version of the problem using our terms. 36 Suppose again that I have adopted the name FJane_ after having heard much talk about a person by that name. This time I am in a friendly environment, as well as tacitly responsive to the name-producing reliability of my community, like Smith in section iii. Then I can know by introspection (1) I am thinking that Jane is great. Now, if I am aware that proper names are boldly external, and I know that I intend to use FJane_ as a proper name whose referent is settled by my interlocutors, I am in a position to conclude that Jane's existence is a necessary condition for contentful Jane-thoughts.
That is, I can know (2) If I am thinking that Jane is great, then Jane exists.
This coupled with knowledge of (1) appears to put me in a position to know that Jane exists. Set aside whether we ought to count the premises as genuinely priori; it is puzzling enough that I am in a position conclude that Jane exists from an introspective premise along with a premise about a general feature of the semantics of my language. 36 The puzzle that follows is more similar to that of Boghossian, "What the Externalist Can Know A Priori," than it is to the one originally set forth in McKinsey, "AntiIndividualism and Privileged Access." McKinsey argues that from the truth of (a certain kind of) semantic externalism we can conclude that FThe proposition that Oscar is thinking that water is wet logically implies_ a proposition involving the existence of objects external to Oscar. (The emphasis here is on Flogically implies_.) But then, according to McKinsey, if Oscar can know a priori that he is thinking that water is wet, FOscar can just deduce E [the proposition about external objects] from something he knows a priori, and so he can know E itself a priori_. In other words, Oscar himself need not know the truth of externalism; it just follows from externalism that he can deduce E from the introspective knowledge. McKinsey reiterates the point in his "Transmission of Warrant and Closure of Apriority," in Susana Nuccetelli, ed., New Essays on Semantic Externalism and Self-Knowledge (Cambridge: MIT, 2003), pp. 97-116, on p. 98.
I find this version of the puzzle less compelling because it puts so much weight on a notion of "logical implication" between propositions (not sentence types), a relation that McKinsey says goes beyond metaphysical implication. McKinsey requires that externalism commits us to the following thesis: the proposition that Oscar is thinking that water is wet transparently implies some proposition about the existence of water. (Where p transparently implies q just in case, if anyone knows that p, that person is in a position to simply deduce q from p.) But this thesis needs more support than he provides.
The puzzle should have a familiar ring to epistemologists: it parallels Fred Dretske's classic closure puzzle. Sandra, a normal zoo-goer, knows that the animal before her is a zebra. So is she in a position to deduce that it is not a mule cleverly disguised as a zebra? (She knows the steps that would take her from one to the other.) Or again, if you know that you will be going to work tomorrow, does this put you in a position to know that you will not win the "great surprise heartattack lottery" tonight? 37 The self-knowledge puzzle is just a particular kind of closure puzzle in which the subject comes to know something that he should not be in a position to know by way of introspection plus general semantic knowledge. A range of responses is available for any closure puzzle: I will set aside (a) and (b). Skepticism is a last resort, and I do not want to allow that a good way of coming to know that I will not win the lottery (or die) tomorrow is by knowing that I am going on a modest vacation in a week. That leaves (c) and (d).
In the case of the self-knowledge puzzle, we have two further options:
(e) Deny bold semantic externalism.
(f ) Exploit gappy propositions to reject the move from (1) to (2).
Much of the literature on externalism and self-knowledge has focused on option (e), which as I will argue below is a red herring. Moreover, while (e) Kluwer, 1990 ), pp. 13-27; DeRose, "Knowledge, Assertion, and Lotteries," Australasian Journal of Philosophy, lxxiv (1996): 568-80; Hawthorne, Knowledge and Lotteries (New York: Oxford, 2004) . 38 Much of the recent literature on McKinsey's puzzle focuses on the issue of "warrant transmission." But note that the stance according to which the subject's warrant fails to transfer to the conclusion is not a further option to be added to (a)-(f). 39 The idea would be that even if we have always been embedded in the worst sort of environment (such as Boghossian's "Dry Earth"), Fwater_ still has had some semantic value or other-for instance, the functional property being clear, drinkable, liquid, and so on. See Boghossian, "What the Externalist Can Know A Priori." (Moreover, while having a belief about that property entails the existence of that property, it does not entail that plausible for names and demonstratives. A neglected alternative is (f): bold externalism only requires that FJane_ would have no semantic value in the absence of a referent. This is consistent with FJane exists_ having gappy content. We might then hold quite naturally that an attitude ascription of the form FN thinks that S_, where FS_ is replaced by a sentence with gappy content, is true just in case the individual referred to by FN _ is belief-related to the gappy proposition expressed by FS_. If this is the case, then knowledge of general semantic facts does not put one in a position to infer (2) from (1). 40 However, I will set (e) and (f) aside because semantic externalism is something of a red herring in this vicinity. To see this, consider that one can cook up closure puzzles involving knowledge of one's own mental states that have nothing to do with semantic externalism. Consider my second order belief in the mathematical case: If I know (3), and also that knowledge must be safe, this seems to put me in a position to deduce (4) There is no A Priori Gas around.
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This self-knowledge closure puzzle has just as much force as the original one; but (e) and (f) do not apply here. Neither, of course, are they available for standard closure puzzles that do not involve selfknowledge. It would be best to treat all closure puzzles in the same fashion, so that (to mix metaphors) we can kill many birds by biting one bullet. And that is exactly what revised safety allows us to do, as I hope to show.
Let us return to the option of denying Closure: If x knows that p and x properly deduces q from p, then x knows that q.
there are any instances of it.) I will not contest this approach, except to point out that it seems much less plausible for proper names, demonstratives, and the like. 40 Things are more complex if in the example I know the second-order proposition expressed by FI know that I am thinking that Jane is great_. Then, if I know that FJane_ is boldly external and that revised safety does not allow knowledge of gappy propositions, it would appear that I can infer (2). However, it might be suggested that even if FJane_ is empty, the proposition expressed by FI am thinking that Jane is great_ should not count as gappy, at least for the purposes of revised safety. For one could hold that the emptiness of FJane_ does not hinder Fthat Jane is great_ from functioning as a complete term for a proposition, so in the relevant sense the belief ascription has a complete content. 41 Thanks to Hawthorne here. 418 the journal of philosophy A few explanations have been offered for why closure might fail in these cases, but I will focus on the appeal to sensitivity as a necessary condition on knowledge:
Sensitivity: Had p been false, S would not have believed p.
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If a piece of knowledge must be sensitive, it follows that even when a subject performs a proper deduction from a single known premise, the subject may not be in a position to know the conclusion. For instance, Sandra's first belief about the zebra is sensitive, while the second is not. How can sensitivity help when it comes to the self-knowledge puzzle? The "bad" conclusion is that Jane exists. But if Jane had not existed, I would not have believed that Jane existed. For one thing, I would not have heard anyone using FJane_. For another, given bold externalism, there would be no proposition about Jane to express, Jane being unavailable to serve as a component of it. So there are no worlds at all, let alone a close world, where Jane does not exist but I believe that Jane exists. For those worlds of evaluation at which the proposition is false are worlds in which it is not available to be the content of any thought. 43 So sensitivity is no use. In fact, if sentences containing names and demonstratives typically have object-dependent contents, sensitivity cannot even do the work it was originally designed for. Consider a slight modification of our original example with Sandra. This time she uses a demonstrative in her thought: she believes that that is a zebra and then concludes that that is not a cleverly disguised mule. Assuming a plausible thesis of species-essentialism, both of these beliefs are trivially sensitive because they involve necessary propositions. 44 This point is not a counterexample to sensitivity as a necessary condition on knowledge, but it is devastating for sensitivity nonetheless. For the condition was introduced to block Sandra's inference from Fthe animal is a zebra_ to Fthe animal is not a cleverly disguised mule_. How can the condition be taken seriously if it does not also block the inference from Fthat animal is a 42 Proponents of sensitivity and its variants include Dretske, "Conclusive Reasons," Australasian Journal of Philosophy, xlix (1971): 1-22; Robert Nozick, "Knowledge and Skepticism," in his Philosophical Explanations (Cambridge: Harvard, 1981), pp. 167-290; and DeRose, "Solving the Skeptical Problem."
43 Alternatively, if we interpret the antecedent of Sensitivity as asking us to look at worlds in which p is false-rather than evaluated at which p is false-then the condition will be trivially satisfied because if p exists it cannot be false. 44 A proponent of sensitivity might suggest a theory of counterfactuals for which some (but not all) counterfactuals with impossible antecedents are false. Even if such a theory could be made plausible and could give the right result in this case, it would only help with the demonstrative zebra case, not with the introspective closure case. zebra_ to Fthat animal is not a cleverly disguised mule_? Perhaps sensitivity can be revised (in the spirit of our revision of safety) to take care of these problems, but at the moment I do not see exactly how this could be done. 45 We are left with (d). The basic contextualist answer is straightforward. Two speakers may utter a sentence of the form S knows that p at t about the very same S, p, and t; and yet one speaks the truth and the other speaks falsely. In particular, while the epistemic credentials of a subject's belief might pass muster in one context, they might not be good enough when the possibility of error becomes salient. So, while in ordinary contexts FSandra knows there is a zebra in the cage_ is true, it is not true in a context where it is particularly salient that Sandra might have messed up. In such a context, a different relation is expressed by Fknows_, one that Sandra does not bear to either the proposition that there is a zebra in the cage, or the proposition that there is not a cleverly disguised mule in the cage. The result is that, as Stewart Cohen puts it, "if we evaluate the closure principle relative to a fixed context, thereby fixing the standard, it comes out true." 46 So the letter of the closure principle, at least, can be observed.
Unfortunately, contextualism is usually cashed out in a way that is not particularly amenable to the semantic picture we have been working with. For suppose we flesh out the intuition about "salient chances of error" in terms of contextually-sensitive thresholds on the degree of safety required for knowledge, as Sosa, Keith DeRose, and Mark Heller do: 47 Threshold: For FS knows that p_ to be true in a context C, S's belief that p must be safe to a degree specified by C.
Given a gradable version of standard safety, a belief is safer the more distant are the closest worlds where S falsely believes that p. While this may get the right result for the standard zebra case, the explanation for why Sandra does not know the conclusion does not apply to the demonstrative zebra case, because in that case both beliefs will be maximally safe. Neither can the explanation apply to the introspective closure puzzle: my belief that Jane exists is also maximally safe, because in worlds where Jane does not exist I could not believe that she exists.
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Here again revised safety is in its element:
Gradable: A belief is safer the more distant are the closest worlds in which a counterpart fails.
Given a gradable version of revised safety, and applying Threshold, we get the conclusion we want. Take the demonstrative zebra case. When ascribers are properly ignoring possibilities with cleverly disguised mules in them, they can truly utter, FSandra knows that that is a zebra_. But the mere act of considering Sandra's chain of reasoning to the conclusion that that is not a cleverly disguised mule makes it impossible to ignore possibilities in which there is a cleverly disguised mule in front of her instead. And in those worlds, Sandra has a false counterpart belief-in a different proposition. The context has shifted, and now neither demonstrative proposition falls under the extension of Fknowledge_. Closure, relativized to contexts, holds firm. Revised context-dependent safety also handles our self-knowledge closure puzzles. In normal contexts, we may ascribe a priori knowledge to someone who thinks that Jane is Jane. But when we consider the reasoning that leads to (2)-reasoning that involves semantic intuitions about the meaning of empty names and so on-we can no longer ignore the possibility that Jane has picked up an empty name. This shifts our context and requires safety to extend out to such possibilities as well, which it does not. So when we evaluate the status of the resulting belief that Jane exists, we are in a context where neither (1) or (2) count as known. A similar story can clearly be told about my knowledge of (3) and (4). 49 48 The same thing is true of Lewis's approach, which tells us that S knows that p iff S's evidence eliminates all not-p worlds that are not being properly ignored, and that different worlds are properly ignored in different contexts (Lewis, "Elusive Knowledge"). Assuming object-dependence for demonstratives, this does not explain why we cannot count Sandra as knowing that that is not a cleverly disguised mule on the basis of her knowledge that that is a zebra. For there are no not-p worlds to be ignored in either case. 49 For an application of contextualism to introspection puzzles, see Jakob Hohwy, "Privileged Self-Knowledge and Externalism: A Contextualist Approach," Pacific proposition one believes; but judgments of knowing which, like judgments of knowing who, are sensitive to an entirely different set of contextual parameters than are judgments of knowing that.
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To sum up this section: the self-knowledge puzzle should be treated as any other closure puzzle. But sensitivity is of no use when it comes to closure puzzles of self-knowledge, and runs into trouble even with standard closure puzzles involving demonstratives. Fortunately, pairing revised safety with either contextualism or sensitive invariantism allows us to resolve all of our closure puzzles in a single stroke.
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